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Multitasking is prevalent during computer-mediated work. Users tend to switch between multiple
ongoing computer-based tasks either due to a personal decision to break from the current task
(self-interruption) or due to an external interruption, such as an electronic notification. To examine
how different types of multitasking, along with subjective task difficulty, influence performance, we
conducted a controlled experiment using a custom-developed multitasking environment. A total of
636 subjects were randomly assigned into one of the three conditions: discretionary, where they were
allowed to decide when and how often to switch tasks; mandatory, where they were forced to switch
tasks at specific times; and sequential, where they had to perform tasks in sequence, without switching.
The experimental environment featured a primary problem-solving task and five secondary tasks.
The results show that when the primary task was considered difficult, subjects forced to multitask
had significantly lower performance compared with not only the subjects who did not multitask but
also the subjects who were able to multitask at their discretion. Conversely, when the primary task
was considered easy, subjects forced to multitask had significantly higher performance than both the
subjects who did not multitask and the subjects who multitasked at their discretion.
RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
• The study compares the effects of different types of multitasking and subjective task difficulty with an
experiment.
• It uses a custom-developed multitasking environment with three conditions.
• Compares performance scores of mandatory, discretionary and no multitasking.
• Those forced to multitask performed the worst when the task was deemed difficult.
• However, when the task was deemed easy, those forced to multitask performed the best.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Multitasking is a prevalent behavior when using personal
computers or mobile platforms. Both at home and in the
workplace, people are frequently switching tasks to check their
email, their social networking site, or another website. Studies
report that computer users have multiple applications open,
and switch between them frequently (Crook and Barrowcliff,
2001; Czerwinski et al., 2004). In fact, managing one’s
email alone involves a lot of multitasking (Bellotti et al.,

2005). Multitasking is defined as the performance of several
tasks at once (Rubinstein et al., 2001). However, depending
on how tasks and times are defined, several interpretations
are possible (Benbunan-Fich et al., 2011). Some researchers
reserve the term multitasking for simultaneously conducted
activities (Meyer and Kieras, 1997), while others define it
in terms of task switching (Czerwinski et al., 2004). More
encompassing definitions accommodate all possible cases. For
example, Salvucci and Taatgen (2011) defined a multitasking
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continuum based on the average time spent on one task before
switching to another. At one extreme, there are tasks that involve
highly frequent and sometimes imperceptible switching, such
as talking while driving. At the other extreme, there are tasks
that involve longer spans between switches, such as writing a
paper and reading email.
Prior research has identified two different drivers of
multitasking: external interruptions and internal decisions to
stop ongoing tasks (Gonzalez and Mark, 2004; Mark et al.,
2005; Miyata and Norman, 1986). An external interruption
occurs when an event in the environment forces a user to
switch tasks, while an internal interruption comes from one’s
self, i.e. self-initiated, when a user decides to switch tasks at
his/her discretion (Miyata and Norman, 1986). Self-initiated
interruptions occur just as often as external interruptions
(Gonzalez and Mark, 2004).
While multitasking has been examined in the human–
computer interaction (HCI) literature, there is still ample
opportunity to extend research on this topic (McCrickard
et al., 2003c). There are at least two areas where additional
research might be fruitful. One is the study of voluntary task
switching. The work of Payne et al. (2007) established that
people switch away from tasks that are no longer rewarding.
Related research studies by Janssen et al. (2011) and Duggan
et al. (2013) have incorporated explicit payoff structures
(rewards) to investigate in more depth the determinants of
voluntary task interleaving. The second area that could benefit
from additional research is the study of how multitasking
affects performance. The existing literature in this regard
is somewhat fragmented. Some studies have examined how
users’ performance is impacted when receiving external
interruptions (Bailey and Konstan, 2006; McFarlane, 2002;
Speier et al., 2003). Other studies have focused on the
relation between discretionary multitasking and the resulting
performance. The findings suggest that although some amount
of multitasking may not be detrimental for performance
(Davidson, 2011; Palladino, 2007), intensive multitasking,
characterized by high frequency switching and a large number
of ongoing tasks, tends to degrade performance (Adler and
Benbunan-Fich, 2012; Bailey and Konstan, 2006; Hembrooke
and Gay, 2003).
The present study seeks to systematically compare different
types of multitasking and its effects on performance.
Using a laboratory experiment, three types of multitasking
resulting from mandatory interruptions (Bailey and Iqbal,
2008), discretionary self-interruptions (Payne et al., 2007)
and sequential execution where all tasks are performed in
succession (Salvucci and Bogunovich, 2010) are compared.
These alternative multitasking scenarios are examined in
conjunction with subjective task difficulty to investigate the
effects on performance. An analysis of the differences in
performance among these scenarios will enable HCI researchers
to have a better understanding of the positive or negative impacts
of multitasking.

2.
2.1.
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RELATED WORK
Mandatory multitasking

In HCI, multitasking has been examined from the perspective
of external interruptions and the role of notification systems
(McCrickard et al., 2003a,b; McFarlane, 2002; McFarlane
and Latorella, 2002; Oulasvirta and Saariluoma, 2004, 2006;
Trafton et al., 2003). Interruptions tend to have negative effects
on performance (Oulasvirta and Saariluoma, 2004, 2006). In
particular, being interrupted with a secondary task can impact
performance on the primary task because of the extra time and
effort needed to recall the primary task when it is resumed.
Interruptions are a frequent occurrence in computer-mediated
work (Iqbal and Horvitz, 2007). Bailey and Konstan (2006)
found that when interrupted, users needed more time to finish
their primary task, made more errors in both tasks and had more
annoyance and anxiety than those who were not interrupted.
A substantial body of research has examined the disruptive
effects of interruptions and has documented that increased
complexity in the interrupting task leads to slower resumption
times (Hodgetts and Jones, 2006) and lower primary task
accuracy (Gillie and Broadbent, 1989). Cades and colleagues
found that interruption complexity, defined by the number
of mental operators required to complete a task, reduces the
opportunity for rehearsal in the primary task, leading to an
increase in the disruptiveness of the interruption (Cades et al.,
2007, 2010).
Of the four different types of interruptions (immediate,
negotiated, mediated and scheduled) identified by McFarlane
(2002), immediate is the most detrimental for performance. The
other types are not as detrimental because the user has some
level of control, as he/she can decide whether or not to respond
immediately (negotiated), a middle agent determines whether
the interruption will occur (mediated) or the interruptions occur
at predetermined intervals (scheduled).
Receiving interruptions during a task and being forced to
respond at that moment is disruptive and causes users to lose
their thought process and control during the performance of a
task (Altmann and Trafton, 2002). Bogunovich and Salvucci
(2011) discuss the concept of cognitive load interruptibility
and argue that forced interruptions are less disruptive when the
cognitive load is low. A key determinant of cognitive load is the
level of difficulty of a task, which can be assessed through an
objective measure of task complexity or through a subjective
perception of complexity (Maynard and Hakel, 1997). From
an objective perspective, task difficulty can be determined by
task designers based on an estimation of the amount of mental
resources required to complete a task. In contrast, subjective task
difficulty refers to the perception that some tasks seem harder
due to an intuitive sense of difficulty (Cades et al., 2008).
The impact of interruptions are contingent upon the
level of difficulty of the task being performed (Gillie and
Broadbent, 1989). For example, Speier et al. (2003) found
that interruptions helped improve performance on simple tasks
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but hurt performance on more complicated tasks. When users
are interrupted during complex tasks, their cognitive ability
is impaired and task performance suffers. During a complex
task, a distraction can interrupt the user’s concentration and
therefore can cause negative results (Altmann and Trafton,
2002). However, during simple tasks, where users do not have to
invest a substantial amount of cognitive resources on the task at
hand, interruptions can actually help them focus their attention
(Speier et al., 2003), thereby improving their performance.
2.2.

Discretionary multitasking

Multitasking also occurs when users decide at their own
volition to interrupt the current task to pursue another one.
Jin and Dabbish (2009) identified seven categories of internal
interruptions. These categories explain why a user would switch
to another task: adjustment, break, routine, wait, inquiry, trigger
and recollection. A user may need to take a break when
frustrated or tired, or multitask due to a trigger or recollection
when recalling a related or completed new task. People also
multitask due to routine, such as checking one’s email out of
habit, or they may multitask due to necessary adjustments of
the working environment. Other causes of multitasking include
a wait, which involves filling downtime during a task, or an
inquiry to receive necessary information that will help complete
the task.
Discretionary multitasking has also been examined in the
psychology literature. Payne et al. (2007) conducted a set
of experiments designed to investigate different types of
multitasking. In their second experiment, participants were
performing two similar computer-based tasks and were allowed
to switch between these tasks at will. The results of this
experiment indicated that people switched either because tasks
were no longer rewarding or because they finished a sub-goal
and decided to take a break from the current task by attending
to another. In fact, when given a choice, people prefer to switch
at low cognitive load points (Bogunovich and Salvucci, 2011)
because workload decreases upon the completion of a subtask and the disruptive effects of interruptions are minimized
at natural breaking points (Bailey and Iqbal, 2008).
In terms of task difficulty, Czerwinski et al. (2004) found
that complex tasks were more difficult for subjects to resume.
However, given a set of tasks, the level of difficulty affects which
tasks subjects decide to pursue, the order in which these are
executed and the extent to which they are interleaved (Yeung,
2010). When faced with multiple tasks, people can strategically
control their allocation of attention to maximize their payoffs
and meet specific performance goals (Duggan et al., 2013;
Janssen and Brumby, 2010; Janssen et al., 2011).
2.3.

Sequential task completion

While conceptually different, both discretionary and mandatory
multitasking are theoretically important, particularly when

compared with sequential task performance, which is free
from interruptions. The most important difference is that
the user controls the pace and timing of self-interruptions
in discretionary multitasking, but does not control them
in the mandatory interruption scenario. The sequential
scenario, where tasks are performed consecutively and without
interruptions, serves as a control condition to systematically
compare different types of multitasking. In sequential execution
(also called serial or mono-tasking), only one task is executed
at a time from beginning to end. Although multiple tasks are
completed in a time frame, there is no task interference and no
switching. Thus, this mode is widely used to establish a baseline
condition for performance.
2.4.

Performance effects and task complexity

The relation between multitasking and performance can be
explained from the perspective cognitive skills/abilities or with
other factors, such as personality traits or psychological states.
The level of arousal is one of the factors that has been used
to explain the effects of multitasking on task performance
(Oswald et al., 2007). Complex tasks produce higher levels
of mental workloads and lead to higher arousal than easier
tasks. Therefore, the level of difficulty of a task imposes mental
workload demands on the performer that interacts differently
with task interruptions. At low levels of workload, performance
is compromised due to inattention and lack of stimulation,
while at high levels, performance also suffers due to the
cognitive inability to deal with overload. Optimum performance
is in the middle, where there is the right combination of
workload and attention. This inverted-U relationship between
workload and performance is known as the Yerkes–Dodson
law (Yerkes and Dodson, 1908). According to this law, easy
tasks produce low levels of arousal, and performance can
improve when the user faces additional stimuli (Teigen, 1994).
Therefore, receiving interruptions during an easy task may help
performance. In contrast, because difficult tasks already require
substantial cognitive resources for their performance, extra
interruptions further increase the overload, and performance is
impaired (Altmann and Trafton, 2002).

3.

HYPOTHESES

Prior research has examined performance differences considering objective task difficulty (Payne et al., 2007; Speier et al.,
2003), usually in the context of a single multitasking scenario.
In discretionary switching, Payne et al. (2007) found that time
allocation is sensitive to the level of difficulty of each task as
participants seek to optimize performance. In an interruption
scenario, Speier et al.’s (2003) comparative study of simple
and complex tasks found that interruptions during a task helped
performance with simple tasks, but hurt the execution of more
complicated ones.
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Complex tasks require more cognitive effort than easier tasks
and task performance is impacted. However, the same task can
be difficult for one person and easier for another. Maynard and
Hakel (1997) indicate that task performance depends not only
on objective task complexity but on subjective perceptions of
task difficulty as well. As a result, we propose that depending
on the subjective difficulty of the task at hand, performance will
be affected differently as a result of discretionary or mandatory
interruptions. Furthermore, performance will be impacted for
both the primary task and the interrupting tasks.
Deciding to take a break or being forced to take a break
can affect a user’s performance in different ways. The negative
effects of mandatory interruptions are due to the cognitive costs
associated with switching between ongoing tasks at times that
are beyond the control of the user (Altmann and Trafton, 2002).
When people multitask at their discretion, they can decide when
and how often to switch among ongoing tasks. During a complex
task, receiving unplanned interruptions can impact performance
more than planning an interruption at a suitable breaking point.
Therefore, we propose:
H1a. During a task they consider harder, those who are forced to
multitask will perform worse on all tasks than those who do not
multitask.
H1b. During a task they consider harder, those who are forced to
multitask will perform worse on all tasks than those who multitask
at their discretion.

In contrast, during an easier task, less cognitive resources are
used. Based on theYerkes–Dodson law, easy tasks are associated
with low arousal levels. Any increase in the level of arousal can
improve performance. For example, an unexpected interruption
will raise the levels of arousal, and performance will improve.
Performance of those who are forced to multitask will
also be different from performance of those who choose
to multitask at their discretion. When multitasking at one’s
discretion a user may choose to switch tasks after a subgoal has been completed (Payne et al., 2007), depending upon
their priorities (Janssen and Brumby, 2010; Janssen et al.,
2012). Because the user can decide when to switch and it is
not unexpected, these self-interruptions are known and do not
increase arousal. Given that receiving unexpected interruptions
can provide greater stimulation, those forced to multitask can
improve their performance more than those who multitask at
their discretion. Based on these arguments, we formulate the
following hypotheses:
H2a. During a task they consider easier, those who are forced to
multitask will perform better in all tasks than those who do not
multitask.
H2b. During a task they consider easier, those who are forced to
multitask will perform better in all tasks than those who multitask
at their discretion.

4.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

4.1.

Participants

Six hundred and thirty-six subjects (334 male and 302 female)
were recruited from a large urban college in the Northeast USA.
About half (307) received $10 monetary compensation and the
other half (329) received course credit. Subjects performed the
computer-based experiment in a laboratory setting. Participants
were equally distributed in the three conditions (212 subjects in
each).
4.2.

Design

We developed an experimental multitasking environment in
Microsoft Visual C++. In this environment, we conducted a
controlled experiment where participants had to perform a
primary task and a set of secondary tasks. Participants were
randomly assigned into one of three multitasking conditions:
discretionary, mandatory and sequential.
(i) Discretionary: In the discretionary condition, all tasks
were presented at once, in different tabs and subjects
were able to choose when to complete each task.
Subjects in this condition were allowed to switch tasks
at any point. The interface kept track of when subjects
were switching and how often.
(ii) Mandatory: In the mandatory condition, the secondary
tasks appeared while subjects were in the middle of
completing the primary task. In this condition, subjects
were interrupted at different intervals of time with popup windows that forced them to complete other tasks.
The interrupting task had to be completed before the user
was able to resume the primary task. In this instance, one
of the visual exercises covers the screen and subjects
have to answer as many answers as they can before time
for the time for this task expires. Once the time limit
was reached, subjects were brought back to the primary
task screen.
(iii) Sequential: In the sequential condition, the secondary
tasks were displayed as pop-up windows only after the
primary task was completed (i.e. the total allotted time
on task had elapsed).
4.3. Tasks
The experimental environment presented six game-like tasks
for participants in all three conditions. The primary task was
a Sudoku puzzle.1 The goal of a Sudoku puzzle is to fill in all
the boxes in a 9 × 9 grid, so that each column, row and 3 × 3
1 The Sudoku puzzle was taken from http://puzzles.about.com/od/
sudokupuzzles/qt/Sudoku-Puzzles-To-Print.htm. This site provides easy,
medium and hard Sudoku puzzles. The selected puzzle was taken from the
easy puzzles (Easy Sudoku Puzzle #07).
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box have the numbers 1– 9 without any of those numbers being
repeated.
There were five secondary tasks: one textual task, two visual
tasks and two number series tasks. The textual task consisted
of unscrambling a series of letters to find up to 20 words. The
visual tasks required subjects to select the shape that best fit
the pattern. Subjects were shown four shapes and had to choose
the shape that did not belong. There were ten visual multiplechoice problems and there were two of these visual tasks (i.e.
two sets of ten visual exercises).2 The Number Series tasks
involved subjects guessing the missing number in the series of
numbers presented. Subjects had two number series exercises
to complete, each with ten questions.3
Sudoku was chosen as the primary task as it requires more
time and concentration to complete than the secondary tasks.
In addition, when subjects are performing other tasks and
return to the primary task, they need to remember their thought
process. While multitasking may not be as disruptive when
dealing with multiple tasks on different modalities, such as
one auditory task and a separate visual task, having multiple
tasks in the same modality is more disruptive (Wickens,
2002). Although the chosen tasks were unique in that they
used different skills (visual, textual or numeric), they all
required significant cognitive resources for their successful
performance.
The goal was to implement tasks that required different skills
and durations in order to emulate an actual computer usage
session. Generally, users work on a primary task, which requires
more time and concentration. They might be interrupted by
an instant message alert, which will not require as much
time or thought to respond to. Or, perhaps they receive an
email message that requires a little more time than the IM
alert, but less than their primary task. Our experiment tried to
mimic this by providing different types of tasks with different
durations.
The time to complete each task was limited and determined
based on prior pilot testing. The time for each task was
intentionally shorter than the time subjects needed to complete
the task in order to avoid subjects being idle. For the primary
task (Sudoku), the maximum time limit was set to 18 min. For
the secondary tasks, the time for the word task was set to 1.5 min,
while the time for the two visual and two numeric series tasks
was set to 48 s. Since time allotted for each task was the same
for every subject, we were able to compare the performance
results across all the three different conditions, ruling out the
potential influence of time on task.

2 Taken

or modified from http://www.mathworksheetscenter.com/
mathskills/shapes/shapenotbelong/shapenotbelongK2begles.pdf, http://www.
intelligencetest.com/questions/visualization.htm,
http://www.iqtestexperts.
com/visual-sample.php, http://www.didax.com/newsletter/pdfs/mental_math_
215297.pdf and http://www.syvum.com/iq/.
3 Number Series task problems were taken from http://www.funbrain.com/
cracker/index.html.

4.4.

Procedure

Upon arrival to the lab, each subject was randomly assigned
to one of the three conditions and given specific instructions
according to their condition. After signing a consent form,
subjects started to use the multitasking environment. They
were presented with a pre-test questionnaire, which included
demographic questions (i.e. age and gender) as well as questions
about usage of and comfort with a computer, and prior
experience with Sudoku. After this questionnaire session,
participants had a practice round of Sudoku to familiarize
themselves with the Sudoku as well as the interface for this task.
Next, the system presented a reminder of the game instructions
and the tasks were presented according to the condition (one
at a time in sequential, all at once in discretionary or through
interruptions in the mandatory condition). Once the time for
all the tasks expired, subjects were brought to the post-test
questionnaire. The results of the tasks and questionnaires were
automatically written to a unique log file generated for each
participant.
4.5.

Measures

Sudoku performance was calculated as the number of correct
answers as a percentage of the total answers required.
Specifically, in the Sudoku task there were 49 empty spaces
that needed to be filled out with the appropriate numbers. The
score was the number of correct values entered divided by
the total number of squares that had to be filled during the
session (49).
Secondary task performance was computed by averaging the
performance scores of all five secondary tasks. For the word
task, there were 20 acceptable words that could be generated
from unscrambling the letters. The percent correct is the number
of correct responses out of 20. The same method was applied
to calculate the visual and number series tasks’ scores.
Overall performance was calculated as the average of all six
tasks (Sudoku and secondary tasks).
Subjective task difficulty: While the Sudoku puzzle chosen
was from an online selection of puzzles in the easy category,
not all subjects may find it easy. Therefore, we measured
subjective task difficulty in the post-test questionnaire by asking
the subjects to rate the level of difficulty of the primary task
(from1 = easy to5 = hard).

5.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the basic statistics of the demographic and skills
characteristics (age, computer skills and Sudoku experience) of
the sample.
To ensure that randomization worked and to rule out
alternative explanations, the demographic characteristics of
participants were first checked for possible pre-existing
differences among conditions. None of the continuous pre-test
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics (n = 636).
Pre-test variables
Agea
Computer skillsb
Sudoku experiencec

Mean
22.44
3.70
1.55

SD
4.69
0.80
1.43

Min
18
1
0

Max
54
5
5

a One subject typed an invalid age and was omitted from this

analysis.
b Computer skills was measured with a five-point scale from

1 = poor to 5 = excellent.
c Sudoku experience was measured with a 0-to-5 scale similar to
computer skills, but with a 0 for those who had never played Sudoku
before.

questionnaire variables showed a systematic variation. Separate
ANOVAs were performed using age (MeanDiscretionary = 21.98;
MeanSequential = 22.53; MeanMandatory = 22.80; F (2, 632) =
1.71 ns), computer skills (MeanDiscretionary = 3.71;
MeanSequential = 3.70; MeanMandatory = 3.70; F (2, 633) =
0.02 ns) and Sudoku experience (MeanDiscretionary = 1.54;
MeanSequential = 1.57; MeanMandatory = 1.53; F (2, 633) =
0.04 ns) as dependent variables. A separate χ 2 analysis was
conducted for gender. The results showed that male and
female participants were equally distributed across conditions
(χ 2 = 1.68; P = 0.43 ns). The demographic variables (age,
gender, computer skills and Sudoku experience) were similarly
distributed across conditions. In the subsequent statistical
analyses, the previous experience with Sudoku will be used
as a control given its potential effect to explain differences in
Sudoku performance.
To examine whether the experimental condition had any
influence on the subjective task difficulty, we compared
subjective task difficulty across conditions and found no
variation. Thus, the subjects’ subjective task difficulty is
independent of the multitasking condition to which they were
assigned. In particular, Sudoku level of difficulty (mean = 3.22;
1.38 SD and median = 3), was not significantly different across
conditions (F (2, 633) = 0.54 ns).
5.1. Test of hypotheses
In order to formally test our hypotheses, we examined whether
there was an interaction effect between subjective task difficulty
and experimental condition. To perform the analyses, we
divided the sample into three categories: those who found the
primary task (Sudoku) to be difficult (i.e. rated its difficulty
with 1 or 2), those who found it easier (i.e. gave a rating of
4 or 5) and those who were neutral (i.e. chose the medium
level 3). Three models were run, one for each dependent variable
(overall performance, Sudoku performance and secondary task
performance).
The results of each model are reported in Table 2. The name
of the corresponding dependent variable is listed at the top of the
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table. The top portion shows the means of the nine conditions
(3 modes, 3 levels of difficulty). The bottom portion of the
table shows the F for the entire model and the corresponding
percentage of variance explained (R 2 ). The main effects for the
explanatory variables are listed below, indicating in each case
the F -statistic, its significance and the eta square (η2 ) to indicate
the strength of the association or effect size.
As shown in Table 2, the results of the interaction
effect between multitasking condition and subjective Sudoku
difficulty are significant for the performance of both the primary
task (Sudoku) and the secondary tasks, as well as the overall
performance. In all cases, the interaction term was significant
at P < 0.05, and the η2 is of the order of 1%. These interaction
effects are significant after controlling for the prior level of
Sudoku experience, which plays a prominent role in explaining
performance outcomes in this study. The scores indicate that
the mandatory multitasking condition has the highest primary
and secondary task performance when the primary task was
considered easier, and the lowest performance when the task
was considered more difficult.
To further analyze these results, we ran separate post
hoc contrasts to test for significant differences among the
groups. The results showed that overall performance in the
mandatory condition when subjective task difficulty was easy
was significantly higher than the performance results in the
other groups (F (9, 626) = 6.51, P = 0.0110). In contrast,
performance in the mandatory condition when the subjective
task difficulty was hard was significantly lower than the
performance results in the other groups (F (9, 626) = 6.54,
P < 0.0108).
While it is intuitive that those who found Sudoku difficult
have a negative correlation with performance in the primary
task, in the mandatory multitasking condition, subjective task
difficulty also negatively correlated with performance in the
secondary tasks as well (ρ = 0.18673; P = 0.0064). This
suggests that in difficult tasks, receiving interruptions can
impact both primary and secondary tasks.
Figure 1 depicts the performance in the three conditions for
the different difficulty levels. The medium difficulty level shows
the most variability across multitasking modes. However, the
results in the extreme categories clearly indicate that when
the task is deemed easy, the best performance is achieved in
the mandatory multitasking condition. In contrast, when the
task is deemed difficult, the worst performance is found in the
mandatory condition.

6.

DISCUSSION

Our results support the proposed hypotheses. Those in the
mandatory multitasking condition, who found the primary task
to be difficult, performed worse than those in both the sequential
and discretionary conditions. In addition, those in the mandatory
condition, who found the primary task to be easy, performed
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Table 2. Comparison of performance by multitasking condition and task difficulty.
Multitasking condition
Mandatory
Mandatory
Mandatory
Sequential
Sequential
Sequential
Discretionary
Discretionary
Discretionary

Subjective Sudoku difficulty
Easy
Medium
Hard
Easy
Medium
Hard
Easy
Medium
Hard

Model F (9, 626)
R2
Explanatory variables
Condition
Subjective Sudoku difficulty
Condition × subjective Sudoku difficulty
Sudoku experience

Overall performance
44.44
38.23
34.59
42.90
43.52
36.47
43.69
42.01
36.44

Sudoku performance
77.65
69.54
46.15
77.09
74.63
49.43
75.04
80.48
49.39

Secondary task performance
37.80
31.96
32.28
36.06
37.29
33.88
37.42
34.32
33.85

31.37∗∗∗
31.08%
F (sig)
η2
1.66 ns
0.004
3.49∗
0.008
3.34∗
0.015
203.21∗∗∗
0.224

57.49∗∗∗
45.25%
F (sig)
η2
1.65 ns
0.003
29.80∗∗∗
0.052
3.14∗
0.011
284.87∗∗∗
0.249

12.50∗∗∗
15.24%
F (sig)
1.13 ns
1.77 ns
2.51∗
89.75∗∗∗

η2
0.003
0.005
0.014
0.122

Significance levels: ∗ P < 0.05; ∗∗∗ P < 0.0001.

Figure 1. Mandatory, sequential and discretionary performance with
regard to subjective task difficulty (error bars = 95% confidence
intervals).

better than those in both the sequential and discretionary
conditions. The interaction effect between interruption and
subjective difficulty can be explained with the Yerkes–Dodson
law (Yerkes and Dodson, 1908). Receiving interruptions during
a hard task can cause too much arousal and an overload in
mental workload and negatively affect performance (Altmann
and Trafton, 2002). Remarkably, external disruptions have
the opposite effect for easier tasks, where getting interrupted
can actually help performance by increasing the amount of
stimulation (Speier et al., 2003; Teigen, 1994). This effect was
found when comparing the mandatory condition to both the
sequential and discretionary conditions.

Although we selected an easy Sudoku problem for all
subjects, it did not present the same level of difficulty for all
of them. The subjective level of difficulty was not affected by
the multitasking condition and probably reflects some aspects of
performance felt by the subjects. As such, it is a good measure of
the cognitive challenges experienced by the subjects while they
were solving the primary task. Based on the self-reported level
of difficulty, we were able to analyze the interaction between
multitasking and subjective task difficulty on performance.
Owing to the stronger influence of prior Sudoku experience
in performance, the effect size of the interaction term is
comparatively small in this study. The smaller magnitude of the
interaction effect does not diminish its importance as a novel
contribution to literature. As Shadish et al. (2002) indicate,
interactions can be difficult to detect, so large sample sizes
are necessary when focusing on an interaction. The interaction
effect could be much more prominent in other settings with
a different choice of tasks. This is a worthwhile avenue of
investigation for future research efforts.

6.1.

Limitations

As with any other controlled experiment, there are some
limitations that must be acknowledged. First, the subjects
were college students, and the experiment was conducted
in a laboratory environment. Thus, the results may not be
applicable to different types of individuals or other settings.
In non-experimental laboratory settings, multiple tasks might
be competing for the person’s attention. In these type
of environments, there is some freedom to select which
tasks to carry out, but the performance outcomes are not
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always easy to evaluate. Real-life tasks include decisionmaking, planning and generating new ideas and may not
correspond to problem-solving (puzzle-like) exercises with
demonstrable correct solutions. Nevertheless, having these
tasks with different durations, objectives and demonstrable
correct answers provided the means to objectively calculate
performance scores for all subjects.
Sudoku experience is a significant covariate in the statistical
analyses. Subjects who had more experience with Sudoku
before had a better performance than subjects who had less
experience. One way to minimize this effect would be to use
a different primary task, where there is a more equal skill set,
i.e. a task more subjects are familiar with or a completely new
task that fewer subjects are familiar with. While the practice
round tried to minimize some of the differences between those
who never played and those who had played Sudoku before,
one cannot really be experienced in playing Sudoku until one
has played it at least a few times.
Finally, the laboratory experiment only created computerbased interruptions. The design of this experiment did not take
into account interruptions that occur outside the computer, such
as the ringing of a phone or a person approaching to chat.
Other common computer interruptions such as notifications
of incoming emails were also excluded. The effects of alerts
announcing new email messages may be different from being
interrupted by (or switching to) a problem-solving task, where
correct answers need to be produced. Real-life interruptions
can also occur with more frequency and, at many times, are
related to each other. For example, having a back-and-forth
instant message conversation while working on a project would
be very different from the types of interruptions included in this
experiment.

6.2.

Implications for research

Although the limitations of this experiment suggest caution
when generalizing the results to other populations and settings,
the results provide the basis for analyzing the performance
effects of different patterns of multitasking behavior. By
intentionally using tasks that can be scored and time limits,
the results are comparable for subjects working under different
conditions. The use of a laboratory experiment allowed us
to control for the variables of interest (tasks and times) and
test the hypotheses in the absence of extraneous influences.
In addition, having the experiment solely on a computer
in a controlled environment provided an effective way of
automatically recording the subjects’ activities in a log file. This
allowed an accurate analysis to be performed, which would
not have been possible if there were other types of external,
uncontrolled or non-computer-based, interruptions.
This study contributes to the multitasking literature
by bringing together two different streams of research
(interruption-driven and discretionary multitasking) and
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systematically comparing its effects on performance in a controlled environment in conjunction with subjective task difficulty. This comparison is completed by including a sequential
(mono-tasking) condition. From a research standpoint, there are
ample opportunities to further compare these three conditions
in future studies by including different types of tasks.
A distinctive characteristic of this study is its focus on
subjective task difficulty, as opposed to objective task difficulty,
as one of the factors that influence performance. Subjective
task difficulty gives an estimation of cognitive load experienced
by participants and provides theoretical explanations for the
differential effects on performance (Maynard and Hakel, 1997).
Follow-up studies could systematically compare tasks with
different degrees of objective difficulty.

6.3.

Implications for interface designs

In modern personal computer environments, technological
advances in computing power and notification capabilities
are causing people to engage in multitasking. This brings
up the challenge of creating better interfaces that make it
easier for users to switch back and forth between projects
(Czerwinski et al., 2004). Multitasking platforms must be
flexible enough to accommodate different ways of handling
interruptions (McFarlane and Latorella, 2002).
Based on our results, receiving interruptions during high
cognitive load conditions resulting from a task that is perceived
difficult can hurt performance. One way to prevent this situation
is to design systems that allow subjects to indicate when they are
performing complicated tasks and how to detect low cognitive
load conditions. This information would help in determining
the moments when interruptions are less disruptive. One such
example is Iqbal and Bailey’s (2010) Oasis system, which
interrupts users during breakpoints.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

This study compared the performance of three different
conditions: discretionary (those allowed to choose whether
and/or when to multitask), mandatory (those forced to multitask
at allocated times designated by the system), and sequential
(those who did not multitask) based on the subjects’ subjective
task difficultly. The results show that participants in the
mandatory multitasking condition had the lowest performance.
Thus, receiving interruptions during a difficult task has more
detrimental effects than carrying out the task under discretionary
multitasking or no multitasking at all. In the mandatory
condition, subjects who considered the primary task easy had
the best performance. Taken together, the results suggest that
receiving interruptions during a hard task can lead to negative
consequences, but positive consequences during easier tasks.
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